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Introduction
In a Walker Wireless system any device or load, either 25 VAC, 
120 VAC, or up to 250 VAC can be connected for wireless control. 
Usually this involves replacing existing thermostats with the 
wireless equivalent.  In some situations you may choose to switch 
the power to units such as hot tubs or hot water tanks.  With Walker 
Wireless, you can do it all.  This document is a simple overview of 
how to apply our technology for any application. You may also find 
a substantial amount of other information on the internet about 
wiring baseboard heaters. 

Standard Baseboard Heaters
Depending on how your baseboard heaters and other devices 
are installed, there are several different ways that you can install 
controls for these.  In some situations installation is as easy as 
replacing your existing thermostats. The WZ_LVS250 can control up 
to 250 VAC at 10 Amps.  

Hydronic Heaters and 25V Heater control
Most Hydronic heaters use a 25 VAC control signal so the WZ_LVS25 
also works well with them . If you are replacing “Smart” thermostats 
you may also find that these are 25 VAC.

Heater Relays
For higher current  such as where baseboards are connected  
together, or for a hot tub or hot water tank a heater relay is used.  
Many heater relays are made to install inside the end boxes on 
your baseboard heaters or on a standard electrical box.  These 
heater relays can be purchased to control any load.  A 250 VAC 
one that controls up to 22 Amps  is the AUBE RC840T-240 which 
is readily available.  Heater relays have 25 VAC outputs that are 
shorted to activate the relay controlling the 250 VAC.  Most 25 VAC 
thermostats, including the WZ_LVS25 are powered  by this 25 VAC 
and are smart enough to draw power from the 25 VAC line even 
when they have the heat “on”.  You can  also use heater relays for 
baseboards that have the set point knob installed right on the 
heater. 

WARNING
Although there is a wealth of information on the Internet 
about installing electrical wirting, Walker Technologies 
recommends that you have high voltage wiring done by a 
professional..

WZ_LVS250 / WZ_LVS25

Heater Relay
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Standard Wall Thermostat 120 to 250VAC. 
--- 4 wire connection --See Figure 1
Standard wall thermostats switch line voltage power from the 
mains to control the baseboard thermostat. In this case the LVS250 
is connected to replace the existing thermostat. 

WZ_LVS250 replaces standard wall thermostat

Figure 1

250 VAC
Switched 520  VAC 
goes to baseboard

4 WIRE CONNECTION
Wall thermostat

Baseboard Heater
see manual 
for detail

WZ_LVSTAT replacing 2-wire installation

Figure 2

250 VAC mains run 
to heater first 

250  VAC 2-wire led to wall 
thermostat where it is switched

2 WIRE CONNECTION

Baseboard Heater

250V Wall 
Thermostat

250  VAC mains run 
to heater first 

25  VAC 2-wire led to wall 
thermostat where it is switched

Baseboard Heater

WZ_LVS25 
25 VAC Wall 
thermostat

Above must be replaced with 25 VAC thermostat and heater relay 
in baseboard (2 wire installation)

Heater relay must be 
installed in baseboard

2 wire LVSTAT installation

Prior to installation of WZ_LVSTAT

Connect WZ_LVS25 to 
heater relay

Power goes to baseboard first. 
-- 2 wire connection --See Figure 2. 
In some installations 250 VAC power is fed to the baseboard heaters 
first then the thermostat is wired to switch the power from the 
baseboard controller. This works with mechanical thermostats that 
do not have any electronics to power,  however a small amount of 
power is required by the thermostat itself so a 25 VAC  WZ_LVS25 
must be used for the 2 wire connection.  In this case a small voltage 
is still available to power the thermostat when it closes the contact.

A  heater relay must be installed in the baseboard and a WZ_LVS25 
must be installed at the thermostat location.  Please note that the 
WZ_LVS25 has a maximum operating voltage of 25 VAC
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Knockouts

Connector

Hydronic Baseboards and other 25VAC devices.
This section assumes that 25 VAC hydronic valves have already been 
installed on the hydronic baseboards.  If they have not, then this 
must be done first.  Have a plumber install a 25 VAC Hydronic valve 
then control it with a WZ_LVS25. If you are unable to run the 25 VAC 
wires to a good location for the thermostat, then a WZ_WRT_B can 
be used in conjunction.

The WZ_LVS250 can directly replace any 25 VAC thermostat.

Baseboard with Thermostat Knob on Unit
For a baseboard with the thermostat knob on the unit, there are a 
few different options available 

1. Turn the knob all the way to maximum or remove it.

2. Install an electrical box next to the baseboard  attached to the 
knockout at the end if the baseboard unit

The basic box can be mounted to the end of most baseboard 
heaters.  A threaded barrel connector can be used to connect them 
together.

3. Instal a WZ_LVS250 in the electrical box, running the 4 wires 
through the connector to make connections inside the box.

4. For accurately measuring room temperature, a wireless 
battery powered thermostat WZ_WRT_B can be installed at any 
appropriate location on the wall.  This controls the set point for the 
zone. In this case the knob on the LVS250 can be set for a default set 
point to be used if the  batteries get low. 

WZ_LVS250

WZ_WRT_B

WZ_WRT_B

WZ_LVS25
Located near hydronic valve

WZ_LVS25

Direct 
replacement

Hot Water tanks or large 250 VAC loads
For controlling Hot Water Tanks or other large loads such as Hot 
tubs etc, Walker recommends that you control these at the line 
source and allow the existing thermostats control the actual 
temperature.

By installing a heater relay in the box supplying the hot water tank, 
this can then be controlled by a WZ_LVS25 set in a special “On/Off“ 
mode which commands its output “on” during occupied state and 
“off” during unoccupied state.

WZ_LVS25
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